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THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
BASIS OF PROPHESY

A. 1*. M U KERJI

Psychology, as it is taught in academic institutions, is but 
a name. Psychology men ns 4 The Science of the Soul.* Can 
any University graduate 4 with honours* honestly declare that 
he knows anything about the soul and its potentialities? They 
have the conceit in their brains that they know everything about 
Psychology and Philosophy but as a matter of fact they have 
not even touched the fringe of this subject. The fault is not 
theirs but that of an effete and lazy system of education, the 
administrators and formulators whereof will not ‘ investigate’ 
for themselves with a view to widening their knowledge. Real 
psychology is known and understood only by the trained occul
tist Who has spent the best part of his life in studying and 
observing the wonders that, to the majority of us, lie undis 
covered in the realms of the mind, with the consequence that 
when a word like * prophesy *, 1 Pre-vision ’ or * Premonition ’ is 
.used, we are satisfied with the dictionary meaning and considei 
it a waste of time to go any further. The wonderful and 
precious teachings of our Indian literature are in a more or less 

9 scattered state and it requires true and persevering spirits such 

as those ot Vivekananda and others to drag them to the light 
of day. In modern times Europeans are devoting their atten
tion to the study of Mental Science and their progress is certain-
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ly praiseworthy. Indeed, a day sh dl come when we Indians 
will have to hum tin* science "Iso from them. The materia) 
stiuggle ior existence is becoming too intense to permit of our 
spending our time on other,matters. True; but can we honestly 
say that the Europeans have to work less than ourselves for 
their Lead ? It is doubtful whether we have to work halt as
hard, rthere is so little commercial and indigenous enterprise in 
India, sc little patriotism ot the true type, so little of any form 
of activity, whether material or spiritual. And, in the mean
time, we art* tailing out of louch with the Spiritual Life, which 
is undoubtedly the base of our national existence. India could 
not have remained in existence but for its deep and ail-compre
hensive phi lose phv. This philosophy, thanks to our ienorant 
Pandits, is fast dying out. W e are indeed face to face with a 
gloomy prospect. The question w ill be raised • What has all 
this to do with the psychological basis of prophesy ? * Our 
reply is that this miraculous power of the human mind is not 
possible of attainment unless we study our ancient works on 
Psychology a little more closely or go to some sage who 
* Knows’. To  our • knowledge prophesy and pre-vision are 
almost synonymous. As long as the human mind is swayed by 
myriad waves, produced by external impacts, it is quite incapa
ble ot seeing any of the Wonders of the mental world. Is there 
then a mentai world ? W e are convinced that there is. As a 
matter of fact, it is the mental and other finer etheric planes of 
existence which materialise into physical phenomena and the 
clairvayant seer js ‘ pre-conscious ’ of these occurrences by virtue 
of his clearer vision, which he has gained by going through a 
severe course of training. It is now a patent fact that the 
development of the Pineal Gland and the Pituitary Lody are 
consequent upon protracted interior concentration or meditation 
and that this phrenological organ is the base of psychic vision/ 
Prophesy also is a psychic power based upon psychic vision. • 
It is strongly aided by the powers ot intuition and reason. 
Intuition is needed to catch the flash from the superconoioqs 
regions of the soul, i eason is needed to enable the seer to distin* 
guish between mental phenomena known as * hallucination * 
and menial perception known as 1 pre-vision * ‘ intro-vision ’ cic#
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The mind of the seer should be clear as a calm lake or a polish
ed mirror before it can ‘ perceive* psychically • or spiritually. 
When the aforementioned organs of the human brain are fully 
developed they start working automatically and smoothly in
forming the possessor of this power of impending events. 
‘ What a lucky gift to possess! ’ some will sav. In thft first 
place, it is rarely a gift, it is useless unless one fully understands 
the scientific aspect of this occult power and knows how to u-e 
it; it is an extremely dangerous possession for an ignorant and 
immoral person, the exercise of occult power by ignorant per
sons is like * playing with edged tools’ and cannot but seriously 
aflect the party concerned. Occult power is a matter of psychic 
development within reach of i»ny intelligent person, but the 
use or misuse of the, same is a matter of far greater moment. 
Because the students of this science are invariably imperfect 
owing to having neglected the initial training, occultism has 
acquired a bad reputation. Occult sm itself is not a loser there
by, but humanity is most decidedly a loser, spiritually as well 
as materially. W e say ‘ materially’, because this material life 
cannot be perfect without the full quota of spiritual leiven in it. 
This applies to India just as much as to the world at large. 
Let us see how this subject has a direct bearing on the present 
day international problems. Forcsighc is also an important 
factor in prophetic vision. The latter in many rases is but an 
extension of the former. The true seer or prophet ought to be 

able to see far ahead of others and read the signs of the times 
aright. What would be the message of such a seer? He would 
point out to us in no uncertain language that at the back of all 
human progress in the realms of Physics, Chemistry, inventions, 
discoveries, in fact all forms of human achievement whether 
tnaterial or spiritual, there is the invisible finger of God at wotk. 

• He would tell us that there is a divine purpose at work which 
is slowly but surely bringing the various nations of the world 
together through scientific navigation in air and water by 
electricity and steam. That isolation is a thing of the past, 
also that is undesirable and harmful and cannot but retard 
progress. I  hat the immutable laws of the material universe 

have a spiritual culmination, to attain which humanity is stri-
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ving unconsciously in its various movements and organisations, 
e. g. the idea of a League of Nations for Universal Peace. Canr.
we stop this oncoming tide by vain efforts at exclusion and 
isolation ? The Brotherhood of Man and the Fatherhood of 
God, love and good-will between man and man, is the ideal for 
mankind to follow. W e feel sure our views will meet with a 
ready response from those who believe in the spiritual and 
material potentialities of India. Our object is to discover the 
right relatipnship between the Spiritual and the Material L ife  
and to lend our willing co-operation to the right working out 
of the divine issuer involved therein.

W e have made wide digressions in the above article. Our 
object is to stimulate a desire for research on the part of the 
reader rather than to give out the secrets of Occultism to an 
uninterested puclic.



MAYA - A New Light
K. K. G O N G U LE E , B. a .

I f  anyone word hns ever been responsible for moulding the 
destiny of a nation, it is the word Alayu. The Hindu Seer 
discovered early in life the difference between man and no-man 
— he found the former has c nscousvcss uvd freewill while the 

• latter is destitute of those. For the sake ot convenience we 
shall call the one, * will-ed ’ creation, and the other, * no-will ’ 
jereation. Then he began to studv the laws governing the 
growth, development and dec-iv of the ‘ no-will ’ erration, Free- 
W i l l  by its very nature recognising no laws. Thc-sc laws he 

* found to be fixed and inviolable and gave them the general 
appellation of Maya, lie defined it as 'that by which things 
of the world can be measured, i. e., understood and explained 
Gifted with conscious f  ree W il l ,— ‘ created in the own image 
of God -man stands or at least once stood apart from and 
above the realm of Maya: and therefore he was emphatically 
Warmd against submitting to it, i. c., rhinking himself subject 
to the Laws of A  a ture (Maya) and thus limiting his Free W ill.

Th  is Maya is that ‘ Tree of Knowledge ’ of the fruit of 
which man was forbidden to eat. l>efore he ate of this fruit, 
he lived in the ‘ state of nudity ’ recognising no limitation upon 
his 1 rec W il l  and submitting to no superior W ill or Force. 
Thus he was happv beyond vie isure and lived in the ‘ Garden 
of Fden It was only when he turned a deaf ear to the 
warning and chose Mo eat of the fruit ’ that lie ‘ brought deatli 
unto the world \

Thus God was ail genet having endowed man with His
own Free Will. Man has to thank only himself for all the
various forms of Evil from which he is now suffering.

•
* W hen Man ‘ listened to Eve*, i. e.; looked about and 

observed that c things of the world appear, play their respective 
parts and then disappear the Voice of consciousness was 
diowned in u.c wail which broke out from his heart at the
* nothingness of the \v Tld \ and in the anguish Jte forgot all
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about his Free W ill, forgot that not only was he himself above 
the realm otf Maya, but could, by virtue of his Free W ill, indefi
nitely prolong i he lea' os of life of the earthly things. Indeed, 
so complete lias been the surrender to Mm/u and the consequent 
oblivion that even when he has been confronted by * Miracles’, 
he has tr ed to explain than away as ‘ chance’, ‘ hallucination*, 
‘ freak of nature’ or even as ‘ fraud*. It has never struck him 
«hat miracles also have their law— the law of Free W ill, which 
m its Her stage expresses itself as the supreme L aw  of ' 
Attraction, and in its final and fully developed stage is purely 
cte five— making ‘ something out of nothing *. That is to sayf 
in this stage Will isetf  U renfizafin,. It has not also struck 
him that the working of miracles is neither preternatural nor 
supernatuia1, but is the very nature of the Free-willed man.

Having thus foregone his true * manhood *, man has come 
to grief, irrespective of creed or nationality. W hile accepting 
ihe nothingness of the vorld  under the influence of jl/aya the 
other nations of the World have tried to make the most of the 
life on this side of the gr-ive. The Hindu has given the com
plete go-by to it. He has been helped to this by the miscons
truction put upon the word 1/ n, r bv the philosophers who 
succeeded the primitive seers. These philosophers have ex
plained Maya as an agency engaged m attracting man to the 
‘ transitory world * and turning his eye away from the firnhmav 
who lives in a state of absolute detachment. Their Maya is 
hardly different from the Serpent who brought about the down
fall of Eve. From the derivative meaning given above as well 
as from what follows, it will be evident that this interpreta
tion of the philosophers is far different from what the seers 
had in the'r mind. These have given to M tt/n the contradictory 
epithets of Vidnu (knowledge^ and A-vidijn (ignorance), and 
certainly they meant that Maya (i. e., the Laws of Nature) is* ( 4
Vithfii with regard tb the no-will creation, explaining how 
things come In and go away; and it is A-mdya when man 
thinks him elf subject to it which is due to his ignorance of his 
possession of F * ee W i'l.

Un«kr the influence of these philosophers Tic.nunc ation has 
come to be looked upon as the royal road to the region of
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Eternal Bliss which, according to them, means a state where 
obtains neither happiness nor sorrow, neither light nor dark
ness but something which defies all attempts at * expression.
* Just as a dumb man cannot cxplafn the sensation caused by a 
quantity ot sugar put into his mouth, so this state cannot be 
explained by words of mouth \ .

Follow ing this philosophy of life and this way of Renun
ciation, the Hindu has transformed himself into an almost 
insensate foot-ball to be kicked at. by whoever will. If, he has 
now’ been rudely made to realise the mistake of philosophising 
the world into nothingness, he should net go to the other 
Extreme— the scientific materialism or materialised spiritualism 
of the W est which accepts Free W ill  sub ject to M  .y>t or the 
j-a w s  ot Nature. L e t him strive to re a v c  the truth, the 
whole truth and nothing but the truth that Maya is inco » - 
patible w ith Free W ill, and that in the full realization of Free 
W ill— the God in man— lies his true salvation.



LESSONS IN MASTER
CONSCIOUSNESS

P A U L  E L L S W O R T H  in the ‘ Nautilus’

* Thought and Suggestion.

In achieving any of the ends which students of New 
Thought, h ave jn view, a very common difficulty is that some
times designated as 4 wandering mind. *

41 don’t seem to be able to concentrate,’ is the comment.. 
When I try to be still and to think ot one thing, a dozen or a 
hundred others come. It seems a.s if the more I try, the more 
my attention skips around. *

The trouble is that the student has ceased to follow the 
beaten trail of race habit, and is beginning to break new ground. 
That rapid shifting of attention which is so puzzling and dis
couraging now has had a definite biological value, for it enabled 
ouf forefathers to keep track of the multitude of conflicting 
claims upon attention which the crude environment of earlier 
ages Was continually making. The cave man had to be able 
to shift his attention swiftly, as serious danger might threaten 
him from any one of a score of sources.

The need and the value ot concentration as a mental habit 
are increasing rapidly in these days of transition. There is no 

danger of out losing the ability to shift attention from one thing 
to another, for this ability has been organized through countless 
ages. What we now need and must have is the ability to 
bring all the powers of the mind down to a fine focus of atten
tion upon one subject and to hold this focus steadily for long 
periods.

So difficult is this art of concentration that psychologists 
have agreed it is practically impossible for the noronl human* 
consciousness to regard with unwavering attention for even a 

fraction of a minute any simple idea* A 4 simple idea * is onfe 

which cannot be broken up into parts. Most thinking, remem
ber, is a matter of making * comparisons. In contmplating a
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simple Idea, this comparative process is impossible. You can 
not compare a simple though! elemr at with itself, and if you 
succeed in breaking 11 up into comparable, parts, it is nut really 
simple.

There are two remedies for this ripnarn i difficulty. The 
first consists .in utilizing the comparative i nn < ■; mental action 
for its legitimate function m connection w.rh rt>. WurU in.hand,

i ilive think-V ' JI VThere is a thinking-out stage during whien 
ing should be fully utilized. If thio is done munig'cnily and 
fully, there will be less trouble with subsequent intrusions of 

• comparative thought processes into what should be a different 
mode of consciousness.

The second factor bearing ( n tli/:, difficulty is ij 1 at the 

statement that consciousness cannot coniine iloulf for any cons}, 
derable length of time to • nnple idea is - .uptake. 1 because 
of the tact that cone.-ntraLed thinking upon a ,.omp trativ lij 
simple subject is a hue development in human evolution, it is to 
be expected that this Sort ot amivity would be -omewhai diffi
cult of attainment. Fixai ion cJ ntn at ion np^u ; a  almoin >,'!?/ 
simple thought element* in \\T- vt r, is q\ .n more difficult. 

But— it is attainable, am- ■: has its ulace in ihe training ofi v -
he initiate

In the present 1 sson We are going to consider a number 
of methods whico supplement the big and spiritual
methods outlined in um previous i f : son- ot this ser.es. Logi- 
cadv, we might have eonsio ion ' ome these things at an 
earlier period. Psychologically we are following the correct,
order__the various methods and principles are presented in the
order in which they will be most available for use.

Comparative thinking, thinking in its usual significance 
has a definite and necessary place in the integration ot cons
ciousness which we arc studying. Dogmatic faith is possible 

’ with people of a certain type, but the faith which is based on 
at least a partial understanding of the philosophy involved is 
more dependable. The first step in building up this type of 
faith is to think the madt.r out as frdlv as possible. What we 
have in mind in our present studies is the deepening and 
broadening of tb<? strt *.m of consciousness, so {hat we shall
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be bigger, stronger, saner, more effective men and Women. 
Possibly many of the experiences and ideas at present function
ing in our minds seem to indicate that any decided increase in 
this stream of life is impossible. As long as this belief is allowed 
to go unchallenged, as Jong as the nutritive trnterial upon 
whfch it feeds is allowed to supply it with strength, we shall 
not b.e very successful in getting the better of it. At best we 
shall merely be able to suppress it, to press it below that 
threshold" of awareness which conceals so many elements of 
discord. This is not a final solution.

The thing to do is to bring the whole family of doubts 1 

which we are tempted to ignore and deny up into the light of 
day and to hav< a heart-to-heart ti Ik with them. The fact is 
that the entire trend of even material science and philosophy 
of today is toward an expanding consciousness of power and 
possibility. All that is necessrry is to supplement these practi
cal views of the laboratories and the schools with an under
standing of the general nature and purpose of the creative 
process, as outlined in some of our previous lessons. Take time 
to assimilate the principle of Cosmic Consc iousness and 
Cosmic Energy. Begin to fit yourself into this bigger and 
more impersonal view of the meaning of things, and you will 
find that the old doubts and fears are beginning to dissolve into 
mist. In all the tremendous arc of being there is nothing to 
fear, really, because all consciousness is in its final analysis 
O NE . And consciousness is the ultimate reality. Simply 
because you have for a time lost yourself in the mesh of things 
there is no reason for your accepting at lace value all the claims 
to reality and power which these things make.

You are reality, while they are creation.

Begin to reason out this sense of your own transcendental 
importance, when compared with the world of things. T h is , 
w ill help you break the tyranny of race thought, which makes 
you the creature and subject of the objective world in which 

you dwell.

This reasoning-out process is something you will have 
largely to do for yourself, for thinking is a weaving together of
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bits of knowledge and experience which are strictly personal.
I do not know just what fragments you possess to build your 
mosaic with, but certainly you yourself will oe able to work out 
a harmonious pattern— if only you w ill keep in mind the few 
master principles we have already considered. Take time to 
think along these lines every day. Read a little, but tljink 
much.

The thinking-out process is the first supplementary method 
to use in creating the sort of consciousness you desire. The 
next is suggestion, or affirmation. Suggestion is not to be 
used to take the place of reason, or to suppress the findings of 
the latter. On the cont ary, it is always best to carry the 
reasoning or thinking-ouc »process to a point where the idea or 
desire to be impressed by suggestions seems reasonable.

When this point is reached, however, reasoning and 
suggestion part company. The former is entirely a matter of 
making comparisons, of weighing one sot of facts or theories 
against another set.

Suggestion, on the contrary, consists in simplifying* one 
idea or desire until it is as clear and definite as it can be made, 
and then holding this ideal resolutely in consciousness, with the 
full voliage of desire and expectant attention turned upon it.

The first important fact to consider m connection with 
suggestions and affirmations is that, usually, they are limited in 
their effects to those which can be produced within the mind 
and body of the person using them. Perhaps some suggestions 
produee more or less effect on others t * rough brain-wave or tele
pathic action, out the results primarily aimed at and most surely 
secured are those which show in modifications of organic, men- 
ttal or emotional function within the ego initiating the sugges 
cive process. Verb 1 or other*objectively expressed suggestions 
lonveyed to others follow the same law--  they act only by be- 
ng set to work within, and do not ordinarily transcend the 
boundaries of personality. They are not cosmic.

The second factor to keep in mind is that a subconscious 
resistance is set up to counteract the effect of many suggestions 
This comes from ignoring the thinking-out process previouss, 
iy  described, which is necessary if the various dynicnic idea
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below the threshold are to be educated to accept the new dyna
mic idea or suggestion. Ignorance of this tendency toward. t
subconscious resistance leads to unsatisfactory results, or to 

temporary success followed by failure. The logic of conscious

ness is not easily set aside, anr if there ex*st within the reaches 
of experience elements of thought or feeling whffih logic i l ly  run 
counter to a suggestion, the litter either will not be accepted at 
all, or it will be toVratcd j iM  as long as the pressure of personal 
will is exerted to distort the ultimate findings of consciousnessr
as a whole.

The logical 7ion f >r <■ sues- vze o f  suggestion *
t het*y is (i deiih>r fp « ml j h n&ioe- conducted hy
t .ie s t u J r n t  ?/:?■./in hi s enr i w h t d  l i e  must learn to see the 
reasonableness of the suggestion he is striving to impress, must 
make it mesh with the other elements functioning within his 
mental machine.

A  third peculiarity of the suggestive process is that usually 

it derives much of its i fifectiveness from repetition. Sometimes 
a suggestion can Iv marie so intense and powerful that its lirst 
iffec. is final. This exceptional, however, and provision 
should always be made ;or systematic repetitijn of a suggestion 
whose results it is desired to make permanent.

The fourth and final dynamic element in using suggestion 
is the need for oxn-cutration, raised to i lshr:hei! power. Here 
w e return m 11 a: common difficulty bt fo« e alluded to. The  
normal liumau C'en: cTousncss of today thai wi.ich follows the 

norm or nverape, is constructed for diifu.dvem ic of attention 
rather than th oi n r foci:scd atiunrion. Ac-jiiiung chc ability 
to think of one comparatively i-imple id. a foi a consideiable 

time can result only from imem ivc training, long continued. 
Th e  pQWer once alt dm. how* v- r, will b.t iound to be of 
inestimable value n many practical directions.

A  few suggestions can oc offered under this head of con-, 
centration. In the iirsi place, the way to 1 arn is just to begin 
and to stick to it. Have a regular time for this mental exercise,v 
and take it every day. ■]: uady evening will be found the best 
lime, as the attractions of the external world are apt at this 
period to be least insistent. Experiment until you find th«
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time w h ic h  w orks best w ith  you, and then stick to this time 
w ith  as fe w  interruptions as possible. ,

Construct your suggestions so# that they shall be neither
too com plex, thus causing mental confusion, nor too near the

line of absolute simplicity. A  typical  suggestion for self-healing

w h ich  observes both of these requisites might be phrasftd as
fo llo w s:  I A M  S T R O N G ,  C L E A N  A N D  V I G O R O U S .

%

In using this suggest ion, the thinking-out process should 
first be completed. Remember Lhat the real “ * I ”  is a 

creative principle, without beginning or end of self-expressing 
existence.

A fter  you have thought ii out till th e  suggestion no longer 
seems to advance a rididulous assumption of perfection where 

in reality there is imperfection, elim inate as far as possible the 
com parative phase of thinking and concentrate  upon the idea 

itself. D o n ’ t let comparative thoughts, visualizations of the 

hodv as it n o w  appears, or memories of symptoms, come into 

the margin of attention. D o n ’t even trv  to w o r k o u t  the surges* 
tion you arc using by visualizing a perfect body. >Visualizing 

has its place, but not here. N o w  you are to learn to think of 

one thing at a time and to think intensely. Repeat the sug

gestion again and again. i>u t>anav- the impers* ti) in.hute 
ofrecynOvtq <t «* <>» "hstrurt truth, uitconnec’ea from »ny 
imme/ti'He txirrn 'l "ppiic'ion-

T bN matter of learning to use the positive mode of mental

action rather than the co m p a ra liv i  is- net «rr v l n r h  )o u  w il

acquire in a dav or in a w eek. It may take >ou months to
master il. If  von perse vrre, how ever, you will find that both 

com parative th in king  and positive thinking or ‘ contemplation ’ 

have their part, to play in the effective and masterful function- 

of consciousness. W h e n  You have completed this assignment, 
* o U Will have made a big step in Hi ling yourself out of the rut 

, grooved through tf;c ages hv race habit and thought.



PHRENOLOGY 
PRACTICALLY EXPLAINED

J. MILLOTT SEVERN, F. B. p. s.
I

Combativeness

The organ of Combativeness is located fairly high op *
behind the ears. A parallel line at tbe top of the ear and 
extended behind a little would be near the centre of this organ; 
its development gives prominence and breadth to the head in 
this region. As there are opposing and antagonistic condi
tions constantly occurring throughout all nature, man as well 
as the animals has need of a faculty whose function is to ward 
off and resist 'hese opposing influences; it is the office of 
Combativeness to do this. It implies opposition towards any
thing that demands resistance, whether physical or moral. The 
legitimate exercise of this faculty provides its possessor With 
enjoyment iji contending w th  oppositions and difficulties.

Combativeners is a faculty which is productive of courage, 
boldness, daring, and the desire to overcome obstacles: it can
not bear to have its Way obstructed. It enables individuals to 
fight the battles of life— both their own and those of others, to 
master their s udi(S, and triumph over difficulties connected 
with their evtryday occupation, trade or profession. It gives 
to the disposition an undaunted feeling, and it helps the ex
plorer m enterprising and daring adventures, the sailor to fight 
the storms of the ocean, the engineer to build bridges over deep 
ravines, and to bore tunnels through mountains. It also helps 

the refurmer to combat the evils that impede the progress of 
rnnkind, and bring about an adjustment of the conditions of 
life, so that they may be more in harmony with the higher needs 
and aspirations cf humanity.

Though not an intellectual fa culty, and thus can nevec take 
ihe place ot intellect, yet combati\'eness often acts as a spur in 
whipping up and stimulating an average intellect, to such a 
degree of exertion as to give the in ipres§ign that such an one is
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endowed with an even greater and more powerful mentality 
than actually exists; while a mturady powerful mind, capable 
of immense achievements, may rcrnain dormant and listJess for 
a whole lifetime, and its gigantic forces rust away and diminish 
through lack of co-operation with the stirring impulses and 
active influence of combative ness. Frequently a small brain 
acts with considerable energy, perfoiming much mental exertion 
while one of larger endowment accomplishes very little. 'I t  is 
this faculty combining with Setf-Esteem and approJ)ativeness 
that prompts the desire to overcome every kind of rcsistance5 

to surmount all difficulties, obstacles and barriers in the way 
of success, to conquer alike opponents and enemies, to brave 
every danger and vicissitude, and feel triumphant over every 
victory. It rejoices in and craves success in everything set up 
in opposition to i t ; hence its importance and usefulness m every 
kind of enterprise. Combativeness is always large in pushful 
aggressive business people, m fighters and pugilists, and person , 
ot contending disposition. All animals ct fighting propensities 
such as the bull dog and tiger have this orga#n large, whiloitiss 
weak in timid species such as the greyhound, hare etc.

Dr. Gail W'unt to considerable trouble in regard to the dis
covery and location of this organ. He found ‘ that those who 
delighted in quarrels had that part of the head immediately 
behind and a little above the ear much larger than those of a 
mild pacific disposition

Combe says * Combativeness confers the mstinctive tend
ency to oppose. In its lowest degree of activity it leads to 
to simple resistance; in a higher degree to active aggressionf 
either physical, mental or moral, for the purpose of removing
obstacles \»

It should be understood that this faculty only helps and 
supports. It requires other mind powers working in con
junction with it to accomplish and carry conditions through 
to  their fullest efficiency ’ and perfection. It extends its 
operations to every conceivable kind of defence in which the 
other faculties are intere sted and demand or desire support. 
Combined with large Conscientiousness and Vitativeness i: is a 
zealous defender of rights and of life. It gives ’the disposition
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to court difficulty and danger, to encounter opposition and 

defend oneself and friends and belongings.

Its legitimate function confers com bative energy for the 

purpose of overcoming obstacles and accompiisning projects 

involving difficulties and opposition. It has for its main object 

sclt-rpr0tecUc n > and is c\er »cady to defend, resist, oppose or 

defy w hatever may come in the w a y  to impede its action. 
Aggressiveness is one of its characteristics, and conjoined to 

secretivenesr it gives presence of mind and readiness to take 
action w h en  confronting dangers or emergencies. I t  aims at 

efficient action, and whe n large there is no lack of daring, 

boldness or courage. In association w ith  intellectual matters 

it is sh ow n  m love of argument and debate, and w h en  large its 

possessor is capable  of becoming an antagonistic, passionate, 

and often unconquerable opponent.

A good development of this faculty’ is not only useful, bu* 

necessary, and in the young L should be guided ather than- 

checkcd. A deficiency is shown in cow ard ice  and lack  o f  

spirit and courage/ Thos*. m w hom  it U small a l low  them, 

selves to be imposed upon. A littIt; righteous indignation and 

resentment of wilful encroachments on established principles 

and rights is beneficial. It is a much needed quality  in the re

former, educator, agitator, public speaker, lecturer, statesmans 

law yer ,  police officer, surgeon, miner, explorer, and m any other 
engaged in employments requiring boldness and daring.

W h e n  combativencss is detrim entally  w eak, it should be 

c u l t iv a te d ; to do this efforts must be made to muster up courage  

to assert and protect rights, attack  wrongs, seek opposition, and 

never a l lo w  imposition. I f  too large and active  it m ay  be re

strained by avoiding opposition, argument and c o n te n t io n ; by  

saying things r Jidly  and pleasantly, and controlling passionate  

and a n g ry  feelings.

A n  excess of this facu lty  imparts a  hostile and aggressive

spirit, disposing persons to be unduly inter fering, opposing, con*

tradicto^v and contention. , and w h en  uncontrolled b y  other

faculties if is productive of a bullying, hectoring, pugnacious, 
quarrelsome, rebellious disposition.



ETCHINGS FROM THE
BROAD’HIGHWAY OF 

Philosophy
F. H. KEY

X  posse ad esse;— * From possibility to reality \ ‘ T o  you 
I must tell that you must learn what the heathen Gods are. The 
vulgar, or rather thost who find it Iheir interest to calummate 
the vulgar for the sake of confounding philosophers with them, 
may fancy them (the heathen gods) mere human beings, subject 
like man to the sufferings of pain and love, to the limitations 
of personality. W e, cn the other hand, have been taught by 
the primeval philosophers of Greece, by the priests of ancient 
Egypt, and the sages of Babylon, to recognise in them the 

universal powers of nature, those children of the all-quickening 
spirit, which are but various emanations pf the one priiheval 
unity, as it has been variously conceived, according to the 
differences of climate and race, by the wise of different nations. 
And thus, in our eyes, he who reverences the many worships 
by that very act, with the highest and fullest adoration, the 
One of whose perfection they are the partial antitypes, perfect 
each in themselves, but each the image of only one of its per
fections.*— This might have been a fitting answer to KDuns 
Scotus, the destroyer of the beauty in philosophy.

In the first instance, it may be pointed out, this argument
of Hypatia's involuntarily discriminates with nicety between
the faith of Christians in a deity (who remains absolutely
unrepresented in any form of earthly artificiality), and the
want of such faith in the pagans in the same deity, or call- • _______

* In this article it is the writer’s deliberate intention to fall foul of Duns 
•Scotus on account of the iatterfs antipathy to classical learning. Lovers of the 
ancient regime of thing ought to remember that it was Duns .“'cotus. i he p r i m e  *duneet who would have expurgated everything of classical beanty from the philo* 
sophies of the world. Jt was * thus the name d u n c e  or Duu -̂men came to be 
applied to illiterate folk, tie is therefore only mentioned to be condemned 
and then executed. i

till

3
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quickening spirit *; to help the realization of whom, in human 
minds, the latter must needs erect inanimate copies in stone and 
other materials. The comparison ib certainly not favourable 
to the heathens. This want of faith is the cause which 
brought in the effect of idolatry. Idolatry is certainly not4
altogether what Hypatia interprets it to be, - - ‘ who reverences 
the many (representations), worships by that very act,* with the 
highest and fullest adoration, the one of whose perfection 
they are «the partial antitypes,1— for it is too easily perceivable 
that a deity who is worshipped symbolically, or by proxy 
must of necessity, and in the. course of time, lose by degrees 
that worship in its very application, the nrrjre images receiving 
the homage due only to their %de* and quite debarring the idea 
which they aie supposed to merely symbolise. On the other 
hand, however, neither do Christians render a ‘ highest and ful
lest adoration \

In the second instance, consider the phrase, ‘ the highest 
and fullest adoration * with its immediate context. It is just 
that Very sort of adoration that is wanting in heathenism, even 

granted thaf heathe nism or idolatry, does really worship the all- 
pervading power through the media of its own erroneous re
presentations of that power— which ii does not, as has been 
shown in the foregoing paragraph. The only religion in which 
the highest and fullest adoration is possible is one which 
requires not to employ idols as media. Therefore this religion 
cannot be the same as that which Hypatia expounds. Nor 
can it be even an appearance of the same covered with a more 
up to date veneer.

' This leads us on to consider religions, and sects of religions, 
which claim to be Christian and unalloyed with idolatry.

One must here revert to the time when Christianity was 
only just beginning to expand its dominion, and while it Was 
yet undivided into sects. It is a well known fact that in 
these times the exponents and practitioners of this faith were 
persecuted and punished alike by Jew and Gentile. Never
theless this new belief continued to draw to itself large numbers 
of c o n t s  from all over the world. Egyptians, Greeks, Jews, 
and Romans add peoples of the Celtic and Teutonic ra:e$ all
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combined in adding a portion of themelves to the newly-found 
belief; and, as a result, these converts were persecuted by the 
inhabitants of the very countries^from which they had sprung. 
Added to this these same converts made their existence only the 
more miserable by practising their faith,with a too stern and 
cruel adherence to its letter, rather than to its spirit, thus 
creating from among ^themselves tanatics, and probably 
canters and other lyad$; of rogues too.

Omitting the Ifist two types designated, we find that the 
representative body of this creed practised their religion with 
as near an appjtfach as possible to perfect harmony with, and 
deality of, its spirit and Jotter. Eventually, however, the' going 
on pilgrimages to places held sacred, by virtue of their histori
cal associations, vas found to be indispensable; and relics of 
martyrs, saints and what not, procured at these Meccas, were 
reverently preserved and handed down from one generation to 
another, with the necessary accompaniment of legendry. 
Owing to these legends the relics later became invested with a 
sacredness greater than even the divine attributes of Jehovah. 
To particularise, such acts as invoking the mediation of the 
‘ Mother of Jesus' (who was but a fallible mortal), oi ‘ praying 
to the Cross ’, weie deemed of quite the same utility as appeal
ing directly to the Divine Being ! Sad it is, but against this form 
of Christianity can truthfully be hurled the pagan Hypatia's 
rebuke to christianised Philammon, when he dared question her 
religious ethics and thereby also denounced them as idolatrous.
‘ Idolatry! '  she said, ‘ into whatever low superstitions the 
vulgar may have fallen, it, is the Christians now, and not tne 
heathens, who are violators. They who ascribe miraculous 
power to dead men’s bones, who make temples out of charnel 
hduses, and bow before the images of the meanest of mankind, 
have surely no right to accuse of idolatry the Greek or the 
Egyptian, |who embodies in a form of symbolic beauty \ ideas 
beyond the reach of words' \  How just her condemnation is 
'of Christianity's saints, petty deities and sacred relics, is very 
obvious indeed. __ __ _ _____________

• i he'italic? are not emit- inert in the original text of Char lew Kingsley’s 
famous H y p a t i a t but*have h* re been inclurtert to add stress to the fact that 
Christians have adopted tb very fallacies which they condemned m the
heathens. •
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Since then there have evolved various sects of the great 
and universal religion. Schism and unbelief have taken the 
place of faith, and all these ewlshave for their source the idola
trous practice of the early fathers of the Church. The present 
sects have succeeded in embodying in themselves that same 
idolatry of the early fathers which the Church denounced th n 
and now also, as heathen and blasphemous. Moreover, to this 
day the lact remains th a t‘ they have surely no right to accuse 
of idolatry the Greek or the Egyptian \ If the judges searched 
nearer home they would certainly find more condemnatory 
matter.

BitP'itia argues that the heathen ‘ embodies in a form of 
S)mbcl;c beauty ideas beyond the reach of words’. She m.ght 
have r dc’ed, ‘ ideas beyond the reach of faith *, for it is reason
able to suppose these ideas beyond the reach of faith, or belief, 
be caw c to realise them it is necessary to create material forms 
which might be kept wTithin the corporeal vision of men. Hence 
the idols of heathenism. However, for Nature-worship in its 
true and original form there can be afforded a no better defini
tion than that contained in the words of the lady philosopher. 
For picturesque, rather than beautiful, ideals, and for a fairly 
correct estimate of-w ith its attendent reverence for-ihat power 
which pervades all nature, as reviewed by the philosophers of 
heathenesse, there is possibly no more remarkable religion than 
that which is expounded by the Babylonian sages and the 
priests of ancient Egypt. Nevertheless, this beautiful materialism 
falls far short of the true worship of the Omnipotent; and this 
degree of worship was attained only by the very earliest 
followers of Christ, and handed down by them to a numerous 
posterity.

But how greatly has posterity digressed both from the 
spirit and the letter ot that worship. The gods of the early 
philosophers present to posterity merely an appearance of decay :t 
they have become vulgarised and made common by the vulgar.
,W hile the gods are powerful, we learn little about them. It* 
is only in the days of their decadence that a strong light beats 
into heaven \



CAN A HYPNOTIST MAKE
H\S SUBJECT KILL?

Can hypnotfc-m stifle and nullify conscience? Can the 
hypnotist by ihe dominance of his will transform a potentially 
honest man into a criminal ?

These are old questions concerning which there has been 
much learned argument, but which have never been’settled to 
the satisfaction of scientists, professional hypnotists or the 

* general public.

There has been a lull of a few years since these questions 
, engaged the attention of distinguished psychologists; their re

currence has now come about in a strange and sensational 
manner— strange enough to attract world-wide attention.

It aeems that in Vienna there is a practical hypnotist 
named Senn, who gives stage performances, but who does not 
pretend to a complete understanding of all *he why? and 
wherefores of the psychological consideration of#the subject# 
He does maintain, however, that persons can be hypnotised and 
while in the hypnotic Ltate these persons will do anything 
suggested to them by the hypnotist, even going to the length of 
commuting the most heinous crimes. They have no will in the 
matter, he assert, and must do as they are told.

Opposed to this theory is Prof. Wagner Jaurcgg, a distin
guished specialist in mental diseases at the university of Vienna 

. and an authority on hypnotism. He is equally positive in his 
assertion that an honest man cannot be transformed into a 
criminal by the will of another manifested through hypnotism. 
He maintains that conscience is superior to the hypnotist’s will 
and must dominate any suggestion made by him. In other 
Words, according to his argument, conscience survives, no 

'• matter how perfound an influence the hypnotist may exert over 
the subject; the honest man remains honest even in his hyp
notic sleep.

Senn was unable to drag Jauregg into a controversy over 
the matter, nnd the latter, whenever he stated his views on the

m
i

«
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After long consideration Senn made up his mind that the 
only way to settle the question was to put it to a practical 
test.* Whereupon he hypnotised a young girl he calls Mia 
Ostia, and then recalled to her that her lover had returned from 
tile war suffering f>om shellshock and had been sent to Prof. 
Jaui egg’s ‘clinic for treatment.

Mia Ostia, deeply hypnotised, responded to the suggestion 
that Jauregg had murdered her lover. Senn then gave her an * 
old-fashioned revolver, which he had previously rendered harm
less, and told hei to go to Jauregg and take her revenge.

Acting on the criminal suggestion of the hypnotist, 
Mia Ostia waited two days for n favourable opportunity, all the 
while in the hypnotic state. She found Jauregg in his study. 
She presented a letter to him, and when he glanced up from 
reading it he looked into the muzzle  of a revolver. At the same 
time the girj cried but: « There! You murderer 1

Jauregg sprang forward to disarm her and the weapon fell 
to the floor. The professor immediately made a diagnosis of 
insanity, as the girl was unknown to him and was unable to 
give intelligent answers to his questions. He summoned the 
police and turned her over to them as a mentally unbalanced 
person.

Senn was hugely delighted with the result of his experi
ment, and made known the fact that he was responsible . 
for the attack on Jauregg through criminal suggestion to a 
hypnotised subject, a thing which Jauregg had asserted, time 
and again, to be impossible.

Jauregg, far from satisfied with Senn’s explanation^ 
resolved to do a little experimenting on his own account. Mia 
Ostia had been released from her hypnatic state by Senn a few * 
minutes after the police had taken her from Jauregg’s house. , 
She delcared that she had no recollection of what had occurred.

Operations and Vanquished Pain
As soon as he realised that a trick had been played upon 

* him, jauregg, in the presence of an assistant, once more pu^
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the girl under hypnotic influence. Sincn it 'S a fact that when 

in this state subjects answer questions truthfully, ft fact which  

would seem to substantiate the contention that hypnotism can
not overthrow conscience, Jaurtg was able to learn how Senn 
had gone to woik to get the girl to attack him.

W hile in the renewed trance induced by jauregg^ Mia'told 
him that before hypnotising her Senn had told her that no 
crime was intended and had asserted this again when he had 
hypnotised her. tie then assured her, she said, that^he revol
ver which he had given her was ineffective. Senn, she said,

, had puiled the trigger twice in her presence while she was 
hypnotised, to prove his assertion that she could not shoot any
one with it.

It is, therefore, quite clear, Jaurcgg maintains that Senn's 
contention that criminal suggestion can be made successfully to 
a person hypnotised has not been proved y his experiment, as 
he had made it quite clear to his subject that no crime was 
intended. Thus, it is obvious enough that the matter stands 
exactly where it did before Senn conceived and puyt into exe
cution his dating experiment.

It seeing lairiy obvious thet hypnotism and thought trans
ference are merely manifestations of i natural law which we 
perceive, but of which we have little understanding. Under 
the influence of hypnotism surgeons have performed operations 
painlessly without using an anaesthetic either general or local. 
Operations as important as amputations have been perloimed 
in this manner and the patients have not felt the slightest 
degree of pain.

It would seem, then, that if hypnotism can vanquish such 
powerful emotion as pain, and even fear, conscience may be 
capable of being stifled and nullified under the charm of the 

* • hypnotist. Hence, the commission of crime by a potentially 
honest man who is under the hypnotic dominance of an 
unscrupulous one instead of being an impossibility, should be 
comparatively easy of accomplishment. At any rate, many 
believe this to be the fact; they point to many alleged instances 

in support of their assertions.
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Purity of Trilby'S Hypnotic Singing
The late Prof. Hugo Munster berg, writing on * Hypno- 

ti m and Crime ’, said : * T teiow well that not a few disagree
with me in this, but I must in^st, and always have insisted,
that anybody can hypnotise anybody.......just as in principle
everybody can love and be loved, and no special mysterious 
power is needed to fall in love or to awaken love.

•T o  what degree, then, does the full hypnotic state itself 
iall within the realm of criminal action? One aspect seems to 
offer itself at once:— the hypnotised person may become the 
powerless instrument ol the criminal will of the hypnotistr

4 He may press the trigger of the weapon, may mix the 
poison into the food, may steal and forge, and yet the reai 
responsible actor is not he who commits the deed, but the other 
one, who is protected and directs the crime bv hypnotic 
suggestion. All this has apparently been demonstrated by 
experiment a hundred times.

/ In contradiction of all this, I have to confess that I have 
my doubts gs to the purity of Trilby’s hypnotic singing, and 
1 have more than doubts— yes, I feel practically sure— that no 
real murder has ever been committed by an innocent man under 
the power of post-hypnotic suggestion.

• It is true, 1 have seen men killing with paper daggers and 
poisoning with white flour and shooting with empty revolvers 
in the libraries of nerve specialists or in laboratory rooms, with 
doctors sitting by and watching the performance: but I have 
never become convinced that there did not remain in the mind 
of the hypnotised a background idea cf artificiality, and that 
this idea overcame the resistance which would be prohibitive 
in actual life *.

• - P o p u l a r — s i f t i n g s — s c i e n c e .



CORRESPONDENCE
To.

T he E d ito r ,

t h e  K A L V A E A

D ear Sir ,

, I read w ith  inlerrs' the idem of Lieut J. P. Mullet, quoted 

in your issue, on p:ifT<■ 3 1 S, I hrive the ^reaiost i isperi  for 

L ieut.  Muller's keenur's  on Physical Culture, and I am veiyI
pleased indeed to set' that he is not above making chanc/s., K»r 

example, I cannot recall that hr' ever used to mention miirculai 

* relaxing, but he has advocated that la tel v. 1 used In inset on 

it in my books, and have be. n doing ro for tw enty yrars. i .  

shows that he has an open mind, sinc< he is now advocating 

the idea himself.

I cannot agree with his theories about breath my : n* »r. I 

think, would the leadin'; Hindu Stude nt:’ of dm V , w  S/Jtern 

agree w ith  him, either.

r i ib t  of all, h»- 'avs that the air should hr mad. to cm^r 

and leave the lungs by the expansion and contra. tion ut ihe 

chest-walls themselves; but an cqutll poWiilh) n .  m.-, or 'i:i 

even more powerful means, i-j the it. no and tailing ; ,t dm 

diaphragm, w hich  wt can get to control s p e n d  o 'u o n v . 

It must not be thought that the sole diaphragmatic bpaihiiV/ 

is by means of the sanding out of the abdomen. T h e n  is »juice 

a different kind: namely, thf: Pon-ai lu v a th u w .  Hut. c t r u m l y ,  

diaphragmatic breathing can be made a drainct thing irom the 

sending out of the ribs, even if L ieut, Muller fi litre It does not 

cohtrol his ow n diaphragm in this w a y .

* I agree w ith  him that thr' ideal w a y  is not to suck in the 

#air forcibly through the nose- that the air should, for the idc. il 

breathing, come in because there is a vacuum in the lungs.

fie  says that the town- xibs should ho iwpanded "iamvavs. 

There is a powerful exnansion of the low er ribs forwards 

as well.
4/9
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T Utterly dteagrt'c th .it  th r  w h o lv  thorax rhou/cf b e  p ro lo n g e d

upwards, fine can get a very good expansion without any 
appreciable movement of the*thorax at all. I do m t say that 
this is a complete breath, lor, of course, it is not; but an impor
tant part of the breathing apparatus has no necessary connection 
With the raising of the thorax.

He says that there should never be the slightest pause of 
retaining the bnatli after ir.halntion. Anything further from 
the truth I can scarcely conceive : and it is oil the more remark
able because I bilieve that Lieut. Muller is a good runner and 
swimmer. Dots he net retain his bicath wten he runs and 
swims? I have ne vvr n et a hundred yaicL’ sprinter who did 
not agree that the breath shen!d le  retained during the whole* 
of the run. And what about singers ? they retain a certain 
amount of breath. And divers ?

I think the Hindus are much wiser. Many of their exer
cises are performed with a good deep and full breath ret lined. 
I know tfeis is against the Swedish S\stem, which I consider 
the worst system as regards breathing; and against the English 
System, which is a slavish copying of the Swedish System. But 
I think the Hindus, in breathing, are tar more to be trusted 
than those who have not studied the matter at all deeply.

While I do not advocate any one kind of breathing alone, 
equally I do not advocate neglecting any one kind.

Lieut. Muller $a\s that it s wrong for the ordinary man to 
stand quietly and peiiorm a senes of special full respirations,
I entirely disagree with him when he carries his principle too 
far. 1 do not suggest a great long spell of exercises, but I do 
think that most of us (being sedentary workers, not gymnastic 
strong men) should pause every now and then in our work and—  •
without exercise of the limbs—quietly take a deep and full breatfy 
in through the nostrils, hold it in lor a moment or two, arid 
then exhale it thoroughly, combining this with self-suggestion 
or realisation such as that of inhaling energy and sending energy 
all through one.

Here again, i much prefer the Hindu System to Lieut, 
MuVer’s.



correspondence w

I am not speaking about a long scries. I am speaking about 
the occasional practice. •

Licnt. MuWer says that the \xy\j is already accommodated 
with all the air it requires. It must have plenty of air in it, 
but what kind of air ? Surely common sense tells us that the 
fresh oxygen which it inhales is often needed, even if the body 
has some sort of nir in it already—-largely carbonic acid gas,.

It is not necessary always to combine the deep rhythmic 
breathing with some form of bodily exercise. It is equally 
important to maintain the deep rhythmic breathing when there 
fs no bodily exercise going on at ail. While we are going 
through bodily exercises, we cannot help breathing more deeply 

.and frequently then before; but my experience in dealing with 
thousands of people has been that, if they only breathe, more 
deeply and fully when they arc having exercise, then, when 
they take to the r* dentary life, their breathing is apt to be 
wrong. I-cl them introduce the deep and full breathing at 
intervals during their sedentary life.

I have tried to explain the principle* of deep .breathing 
mure fully in the book which Messrs. Methuen are just publish
ing. This book can be obtained from them.

22 , Kn>«, mount Gardens,
Cower w;tk., W (\ 1. Lonoon 

Se l t k . 7th , V) 2 J,
Yours faithfully, 
hi l.tm k Miles.



A SPIRIT MESSAGE
In O cto b er  and JDecunlVr last, on mote than ten occa:?onse 

.( s a w  a holv  saint in iny dream w h o  took me: to a temple near 

sea c i m s| and g« vc me some instructions in the presence of an 

image o f  G oddtas, i suit  a detailed  report of this expericn  c 

to m.y teachers ‘ f . i t a i t  L ig h t  (Juljnrc w h o  after punlishing it 

•a rhrir jou rn al /w//;.//Vr n d vL cd  me to fo llow  the instructions 

rmnutdy* U n o»u dav  in August hist w h ile  1 w a s  practising 

Intent C l a i r v o y a n c e a  Ihuughl 11 ished to mv mind urging me 

to trv  to see the Sanyasi c ln irvoyantlv .  1 praved and asked for* 

appeaouu.L. Instead of that holv Guru there stood the form 

of another in K a ih a y a  rulx;, w ith  a 7 r u h u i in i  in hand. I h i d <
a vague it mcinbrance of having ret n his photo several times hut 
could lint r t U ,piL,r him. I had mv planehcttc roadv and 

asked tin * hguic ’ whither he Would speak to me. Immediately 
f saw  a Imiinmii'i hut shadowy form just opposite U  me. 1 
pUe« d mv hug* : cmi tin. marlline. In a. moment, to my utter

i

am,i < meni, J saw «i light coming out of that : Imdowv figure 
stMight to lli ■ machine. My hand was covered with that light 
and l h [| ;i thrilling sen..alien. However, the machine proved 
unequal to w t i le down the message, hearing" that the opportu
nity might Iom I made my mind quite receptive and comple
x ly  relaxed all mv muscles. The first few answers I eid receive
quite cunueioiidy, hut the message proper beginning With the 

narration of events from the time of death w e re  received 

unconsciously. I could not resist the temptation of fa lling 

into sleep or reverei or trance w h a te v e r  w e  m ay name if, 

w h e n  the message proper w a s  received. T h in k in g  that m y  

friends, learned readers and others equally  interested, w o u ld  

g ive  their  opinions on this message and conversation I Have 

ventured to publish the same. A n y  doubts, if m ade known* to 

me, can  be p ieced at  (he n ext a p p e a ra n c e  and a n s w e rs  notedi 

M y  friends, w h o  possess mediumistic p ow ers  m ay  k in d ly  verify  

the message proper and conversation by invoking the S w a m i j i  
and enlighten me w i t h  their  remarks.

<>.
A .

I

Sir, .who are you 
I d o n ’t say*

Message.

*m
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Q . E x c u s e  me, you r  mere ap p earan ce  fills me w ith  en th u 

siasm and reverence. W i l l  you please let me k n e w  the reason 
for this unexpected  visit w h ile  I» arn an xiou sly  w a it in g  for a 

message from my hem  factor and holy G uru w h o  more than 

o n ce  m ade his ap p earan ce  in m v d rc a n .s  w h en  I w a s  desperately  

dissatisfied w ith  the material w orld . * *

A . It is veil; o w n  fault if vou lta v e  and destroy this p h y 

sical body, it w ill  be but a fob'y. M an the mastep of his o w n  

circum stances. You w ere  put to m an y difficulties because your 

w ill  w a s  w e a k .  F o l lo w  the instructions given by vour Guru. 

If the w il l  remains -trong, the difficulties w ill  vanish in course 

cf  time, and jo y ,  ctcri m joy, d u n e s  in the end. [ w as  present 
at the time of your entering the holy  temple of J n q a n m  t t h a

near the sea c o a s t ............. Your w h o le  life w e  studied both past

and present c a r e f u l l y : ai o moved w ith  compassion by the 
prayers  of vc ur cousin I rutin r, w h o  could not but become a 

prey  to a vicious and •. rth bound spirit w h o  still keeps him 

under a firm ami vigorous It ndagr, 1 thought a w a y  ‘ w h ich  

Would liberate him from the « ' itches of that dreadful one w h ich  

could be dune only through (lie medium of a human soul survi
ving on the earth-plane in physical  body w ith  seme m aterialis
ing pow ers and receptive mind bent upon helping this oppressed 

and terrified spirit from trouble, l in t  alas, our trials and v ig i

la n t  seateli to find out Mich a soul amongst the surviving friends 

and relations of the departed one w are in vain though partly  

successful in one q u a r t o . h v e r  since you be.;an the exp eri

ments w e  w ere  very eager to come and speak and advise you 

on all the points in detail. Your w'ill on more than ten occas* 

sions refused our appearance  and baffled our hopes entirely , un- 

•til at  the last appearance  in your dream obtained the required 

, result?. T h o u g h  moved and encouraged by  that m anifestation 
you still hesitated to fo llow  the ad vice  and instructions given 

in th a t  sacred temple before the all-pervading M ahasakti,  Y o u  

thought it a dream — a mere dream of usual occurrence. Y o u

disbelieved i t ; hence your so-called difficulties........ Y o u r  life is

full of difficulties as destined by your past K arm a but these 
could be rad ica lly  a v - n e d ,  had you fo llow ed , t h e  instructions. 

N o w  you have realized th a n .  Y o u  are successful at^ present
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and success will be yaurs in future ; also your 1 usmess is to sub
due tne circumstances, <7. e„) to bold them and all they contain 
under subjection— not to allow*.their forces whether interior or 
exterior to subdue your soul. No power human or divine com
pels you to remain in ignorance. You can learn, advance and 
achicvb success.

Q. I will in future folluw the instructions to the very 
letter. I have a doubt in my mind. W ill you please clear it?
I cannot ask the question unless you agree to answer.

A. Ask. I will certainly answer if it ij purely psychic.

Q, Some persons believe in the existence of a life after 
death. Some do not believe it. Some say that there is 
Pnnarjxnma. Some say that everything ends with this physical 
body. Kindly enlighten me. You can narrate here your own 
experience.

A, To-morrow,

The next day I again invoked the same spirit; within 
half an hour the spinit cainc and the narration of events ran as 
follows: *As I was feeling my soul leaving the physical sheath
I heard mysterious chords of rhythmic melody rising and falling 
like distant waves of the sea. A mystic voice then said in 
thrilling gentleness: 1 My gentle child, pass from vision into
luminous light, from dark night to brilliant day, from dreadful 
death to fresh life and keep within your luart the omnipotent 
symbol OM \ Then a light beating about me like a protect
ing helmet slowly passed away and to my utter amazement I 
found myself resting at a place quite free and transcendental 
with divine light. The deep and gentle sound OM vibrating 
through the ethereal firmament filled me with Joy and hap
piness and nothing was perceptible tome except this vibration* 
of the sound. I felt that I must wait till a diviue messenger , 
comes and guides me into the regions yet unseen. The 
atmosophere of awe and reverence that swept over me for the 
moment gradually paled away and, ris ng, as I thought, and 
holding the mystic rod or Ttiebnuiam which was kept by me 
at the time of death, walked through the darkness which then 
encompassed me,, As I did this, my other hand was suddenly 
caught § by some one iq q warm and eager clasp and I was
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guided along with an infinitely gentle but commanding touch 
which I had no hesitation in obeying. Stjp by step I walked 
With a strange sense of happy reliance on my celestica! compa
nion and guide. Darkness and distance had no misgivings tor me. 
And as I went onward with my hand yet held in that master
ful but tender grasp, my thoughts became, as it were, suddenly 
cleared into a light of full understanding of celestial world and 
joy. And so I went on and on caring little how long the 
journey might be and even 'eagerly wishing that it might 
continue .so, when presently a faint light began to peer tlirough 
darkness, lirsi blue and grey, then white and then rose. The 
light so sublimely luminous did gradually condense into matter 
and in a moment a celestial being of high class beauty richly 
ornamented and wrapped up in pure and white and silken 
robes bordered with high class lace stood before me. After 
the thrilling sensation caused uy this sudden manifestation had 
given a little way for courage and hope I beheld the same 
figure transforming into an almost manly and comnanding 
attitude. Clad in his armour and helnr t impenetrable with a 
bar unbent in his left hand arid arrows sure ot'their prey as 
thunderbolts in his right with radiant face and brilliant eyes 
now turned towards me with a beaming and beautiful smile and
compassionate looks, the celestial being,...........asked in a gentle
but firm tone whether 1 would like to remain there m the 
ethereal world and enjoy the pteasures stored up for me as a 
requital for my past Karma on earth plane. Overwhelmed With 
awe and respect 1 could give no answer. Seeing me thus 
puzzled my divine guide placed his right hand upon my forehead 
and a gentle massage with the sacred fingers filled me with 
strength and fresh energy.

4 I became bold and courageous, looked iny visitor straight 
' into his eyes and knelt before him. He lifted me up gently 

and again asked whether I would remain in those ethereal 
regions where all kinds of pleasures and happiness reign. He 
described that the place where I was then is the destination of 
those who aie recruited from amongst people *who spend their 
life and energy on earth for the sake of their fellow-creatures, 
people who do great deeds for the uplift Of oppressed and 
harassed, people who even lose their lives in the cause ctf justied
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and right, people who show equal degree of compassion to both 
man and brute* people who venerate the aged, parents, and
saints.......The pleasures and “happiness there enjoyable are
even beyond the imagfnaton of a powerful human brain and a 
man once entering that realm, does never wish a separation 
from ft till'hc is forcibly drawn out after the expiration of the 
period to fake birth again upon the terrestrial globe or other 
planets as the case may be. The word tiU in the last sentenee 
struck me With terror and for a moment the thought about my 
master Swarni Ramaknshna swept over my inind. W ith head 
bent and eyes lowered J asked him to lead me to the place 
Where my Guru dwells. lie  calmly answered, ‘ my child, your 
Gum was taken away to a stili higher loka. Rebirth from that 
plane is impossible. There is neither pleasure nor grief, 
neither happiness nor misery and there reigns supreme and 
eternal joy. It is the scat of omnipotent OM 1 unhesitating
ly but submissively said to him ‘ I d o  not want to enjoy the 
the pleasures and happiness of this place. It you are'inclined 
to help me, please be my guide and show me a path to reach 
my Guru whom only I loved and love still. I want to become 
one with him. I cannot remain separated \ When I looked 
up again I could $ee the: mine biilliant smile on his luminous 
face. I sank before him and begged submissively to show me 
a path to reach my illustrious master. When once more asked 
to reply whether I have once for all decided te seek after my 
master at the risk of the pleasures and happiness stored up tor 
me I sincerely replied that I Would willingly sacrifice every
thing for the love I b-ar towards tny master. Again he lifted 
me up, put his hand on my head and said, ‘ my child, you do 
not know to what extremes you are going. It is a difficult task 
to reach your master there. You must know that these ethereaq
worlds where I reign are only intermediate steps...........I
prostrated myself before him and asked his blessings, lie  said
«...........you must for the present live in this ethereal worl,d
along with the other dwellers of the place and your future 
depends upon your actions here. According to the degree of 
your good actions on the earth plane; you are admitted to enjoy
the pleasures o f this world.......Sinful persons after leaving

'their physical bodies do always live earth-bound chiefly taking
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pleasure in creating mischief..........As you are now a spirit
destined for admission into this loka you carfnot but pass 
through this for higher lokas,' With this advice the celestial 
being disappeared.

Tbe extent of the pleasures and luxuries of this place is
irrepressible and even beyond tne power of imagination..........
I spend mv time in meditation. Do not call me often. I will 
appear to you once more in a vision or dream. You can then 
call me. I will then give you an account of this etherial world. 
Practise clairvoyance and psychomancy by the power of which 
you will be able to see these etheceal worlds, watch movements, 
guard yourself and, if assisted by a little power, a little power 
of will, you can come out successful in all your undertakings. 
Meanwhile practise, practise, practice. You may meet with 
many difficulties; society may shun you; circumstances may 
goad you; and materialistic impediments may be thrown on 
your way to success: stand firm and work on It will always 
be a rource of delight to find you advancing in this research 
Work. W e will from worlds above watch your progress. In 
m y next message I will give you a detailed information regard- 
i ng Government, customs, manners, living and other general 
a ptitudcs, etc of this world which a: a man of earth plane you 
ought to know fer spreading it to deserving souls. Never care 
for the cpinion of multitude. Some may scorn you and others 
may approve you. Treat both appreciation and depreciation 
with an indifferent view. Now I am going \

Vizianagaram  — R a y a s a m  V en  k a t a r a o .



PERIODICAL LITERATURE
The stady of Buddhism in Sanskrit, Tibetan and especially 

in Chme$eftis ‘ a veritaole storehouse where not only the lost 
Indian Wisdom but the genius of the entire East lies buried'—  
as is well expressed in the E Astern' Buddhist, KvToto, a new 
Japanese Magazine devoted to the study and propagation of the 
true spirit ot Mahayana Buddhism trom a liberal and up-to-date 
critical point of view. We have already had occasion to notice 
in these columns how a famous research scholar and anthropo
logist from Oxford who had been engaged in research into 
Tibetan Literature during 1919— 20 expressed his conviction 
that many very valuable works now lost to India are.now to be 
found preserved in Tibet— works dealing with Yoga, Northern 
Buddhism, and Psychical Research which ‘ proves that many 
centuries ago the Tibetans were as much advanced in the scien
tific study of the after-life as the Europeans are now.' As the 
Eastern Buddhist puts it> Buddhism is still a living force 
actively at work in ̂ moulding the destiny of the East, ethically, 
aesthetically* and phi osiphically. * Before the introduction of 
Western Sciences, Bu-idhism has been the storehouse of logic, 
metaphysics, theology, psychology and cosmology. One of the 
chief reasons why so readily the Japanese could assimilate the 
higmst flights of Western intellect was no doubt due to the Bud
dhist training through which the Japanese have gone for many 
long centuries. When all these facts are considered, We realise 
how much Buddhism has done for the Japanese and for the 
East generally,’ Nor can we afford to ignore the importance of 
the militant gospel of Islam in influencing, and m its own turn 
being influenced by, the milder but much older faiths of Asia, 
namely Buddhism, Jainism and Hinduism. According to Prof. 
Nicholson (an excellent appreciation of his ‘ Studies in Islamic 
Poetry appears in the September issue of the Istuynic Review) 
the great Arabic poet Mi'ari derived some of his characteristic 
vi'jws trom Indian sanyasins whom he is believed to have met 
at Bagdad, though, according to an Auscrian professor, th  ̂ poet 
ot Islam was probably influenced by the tenets of the Jains who 
are so very tender to animal life. Anyhow, it is undeniable 
that this Mussalman poet, unlike his co-religionists, abstained 
from animal food, on the principle of Ahimsa or non-injury.
‘ On the same ground he deprecated the use of animal skins for 
clothing, recommended wooden shoes and blamed tine ladies for 

9Wearing furs.* Besides, his cloth in' was of undyei cotton, and 
he prailed cremation. The philosophy ol the poet, as apparent.
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ly influenced by the Hindu or Jaina thought, njay be summed
up in bis words:—4 #

4 In summer what will hide thy nakedness

Content thee; coarse homespun thy winter wear
» *

Commit thyself to His ecernal Care \

One important aspect of Eastern Spiritualism is the ideal 
of the utmost simplicity of life combined with 'the utmost 
spiritual self-surrender, to none save the Highest, emphasised 
alike in Hinduism and Islam and even in certain schools ot 
Jainism and Buddhism. It is such an ideal thac can save even 
the present-day spiritualistic investigator from the tolly that 
tends to attract undesirable and undeveloped spirits, who, as 
shown by ‘ M. A, (Oxon) * quoted in the recent issue of 
Immortality, cause mischief both in the flesh and out ot it. 
For it is generally the pompous and 4 self-important* persons 
who think so highly of their knowledge and achievements that 
easily delude themselves and eventually surrender themselves to 
the unwholesome influences of ‘ tricky and evil spirits \ Only 
when we recognise and practise the ideal of the simple life 
divine, 4 Spiritualism gives a new colour to religion , and we 
may add that the ‘ modern dealings with the spirits throw 
the best light upon their intercourse with men in ages past*. 
It  is in this tense that the ‘ miracles* of Spiritualism, as the 
writer in the Immortality, S3ys, are testified to by ‘ men whose
Words are unimpeachable*— men who have 'submitted the 
phenomena to rigid scientific investigation,, the accuracy of 
which leaves nothing to be desired *. Thus investigated, we 
are confident with our young contemporary the South African 
Spiritualist that Spiritualism can transmute sorrow into joy 
and demonstrate to the great comfort of a bereaved world that 
• we are spirits new on this earth plane just as much as we are 
spirits in the next phase of our existence, * always in the 

» glorious image of the supreme spirit of Beauty and Love. ‘ During 
the past two or three years Spiritualism has made such vast 
strides in South Africa that a regu'ar publication devoted to the 
cause has become an absolute necessity And we hope that ‘ a 
great work indeed lies before us * all, as Spiritualism is neither 
more nor less than she greatest truth given,.for the good of 
humanity.



REVIEWS
The New Revelation by Rev. a. nedt, s. j.
The spiritualistic campaign of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle 

has only afforded ouf author, a bigoted theologian, some merri
ment as * a form of midsummer madness \ though he professes 
to give a fair chance to one who has * given more thought and 
been slower to form his opinion about psychical research, than 
about any other s u b j e c t T h e  Reverend gentleman smells o f 
what a Master of Arts of the Oxford University has called * the # 
full-flavoured fire-and-brimstone theology* which has consist 
tently condemned almost every advance of human knowledge 
as ‘ Satanic ’ and * forbidden \ The present criticism is but a 
caricature, onesided, unfair and misleading.

The Earthen Vessel A Volume dealing with Spirit- 
communications received in the form of book-tests by Pamela. 
Gienconner with a perface By Sir Oliver Lodge. London: 
John L ane, the Boldly Head, Vigo St. 6 s

Lady Gienconner the author of the book has well said that 
communications in the form of * Book-tests • destroy the possi- 
bil ty of telepathy operating between the mind of the m edium 
and that of one who longs to communicate with the ‘ dead \ 
In his * prefatory note ’, Sir Oliver Lodge tells the readers how 
the phenomenon of * Book tests’ arise, and what is its probable 
significance. The author admits that her conviction that they 
have spoken with her • departed * son does not rest upon the 
evidence of the Book tests alone. Sir Oliver Lodge points 
out, * there is evidence that, sometimes, by special effort* a presr 
cribed sealed book, or a book in a stranger’s house, can be parti
ally read, or some details in it correctly given, by an expert 
communicator* and * that some features about the first page of 
to-morrow’s Times can be perceived, provided the material has , 
already been set up in type *. And he is personally fully con
vinced that * Lord and Lady Gienconner, among others, have 
received a number of excellent tests of this kind, chiefly through 
the agency of their eldest son '. The book has much of interest 
in it for the stirdents of Psychic Research on modern scientific 
J i m s . f
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The Vedle Philosophy or An Exposition of the 
Sacred and Mysterious Monosyllable. Published by Messrs* 
P. P. Brothers, Jammu and  Kashmir State, Jammu 
(Ind  a). Price Rs. 3.

Laia Har Narayan, the late Home Minister o f Kashmir 
State, has rendered a unique service to a l̂ critical students of 
the Hindu Vedic philosophy by his illuminating exposition o f 
the mysterious monosyllable A*UM. A great student of H 3rbert 
Spencer, he has succinctly shown how the Hindu Philosophy, 
while absorbing and assimilating whatever is best and noblest 
and indeed whatever is time-defying in Spencer's arguments, 
rightly demurs to the great English philosopher's view that 
ultimates are unknowable,

Cornelius Agrippa Occult Philosopher. B y L ew is
Spen ce . 2h L ondon  : W illiam  R ide a & Sons , L t d ., 8-11, 
Paternoster  Ro w , E. C.

‘ T o  the lover of things occult the very name of Agrippa 
seems to attract to itself all the shadowed, brilliance of mxgic, 
iis irresistible appeal to the human heart, its rich and secret 
invocation to the spirit of man/. So writes the author whose 
life-story of the great European Occult Philosopher of the six
teenth century is told in plain and easy languige, unencumber
ed with unnecessary details. Readers ot this little volume are 
also indebted to the author tor an interesting note on ‘ What 
magic owed to Agrippa \ Such volumes as this cannot fail to 
popularise the study of the ‘ personalities of famous men ’ and 
testify to the enterprise of the publishers.

The N e w  S c ie n c e  o f  Analyzing Character by
H a r r y  H. Ba l k in . BOSTON, M ass (U. S. A). Tne Four

* Seas Company $ 3.00.

The purpose of the author i3 said to be to 4 present the 
general public with a standard text-book on the subject of 
Scientific Character Analysis He maintains that Character 
Analysis is the bedrock upon which all human relationship is 
founded and that man can rise superior to environment and 
produce the most de-irahie results. The details given are such 
as can be easily grasped by the average reader and the i11u5tra-

t ions are deserving of much praise. »
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Think by George Starr  W h it e , M. D.# P h . D., 
L L .D ., F. S. Sc. (L o n d ), 327, South  A lvarado  St r ., L os 
A n g e le s , Ca l ,, (Ua S. A). $6.00.

These * sidelight*' deal with a variety of subjects including 
the ‘ clinical cases* which show how the author who believes 
in medical freedom treats diseases. The book is writteti with 
reformed and simplified English spelling and printed on the 
paper o f ‘ special finish \ The type is very creditable which is 
a special feature of the book, the ink also being of a special 
quality. Our author's methods of diagnosis and treatment are 
remarkable and the whole work contains an immense amount 
of information.

In the land of the living dead An Occult Story. By 
P rentiss T ucker. Published by T he Kosicruci n Fellow 
ship International Head Quarters, Oceanside, Cal* 
<U. S. A . ) ; L O N D O N : L . N. F o w l f r  & Co., 7, Imperial 
A rcade, L udgate Circ us.

This occult stoiy flows easily • from a German high-explo
sive shell * which burst in the American trenches (during the 
great world war) within a few feet of the hero who did not 
know it for a long time. It is of ‘ the things which came in 
between the bursting of the shell and the time when Jimmie 
(the hero) was able to reconstruct the whole affair ’ that our 
author wishes to tell his readers in the form of a lucidly written

narrative which would appeal, even to those who are not spiri
tualists, in a large measure. The dialogues are well conceived 
and the aim has been throughout to throw light on some aspects 
of constructive spiritualism, including the great laws of Karma 
and re-birth. T o  the students of spiritualism, however, most 
of the principles and particulars referred to may be familiar,9 

but the author deserves to be congratulated on his special view-* 
point, which enables him to see the course of true love in the 
story of * the land of the living dead \



NOTES OF THE MONTH
Mr. H . Stanley Kedgrove, in his remarkable excursions in 

the B yw ays o f Mediaeval Thought, *  has rightly observed that 
it  is not the sign o f a candid and scientific mind to dismiss much

of the thought of the past as mere superstition. 
The A ttitu d e  not worth the trouble of Investigation. F o r 

ot a Scien tU K  truly ike attitude of a scientific investigator 
I t qnir#r should be to discover, above all, the reason that

lies behind even the most superstitious or fan
tastic beliefs of a people or a country. In the words o f 
W illiam  Blake quoted at the very outset, everything possible to 
be believed may be an image o f truth. This does not however 
justify us the mode ns, with our broader and - ore comprehen
sive outlook upon life collect;ve and individual, clinging tena
ciously to the mere dead forms of the past, as even some of our 
educated people are inclined to do in our country. But w e 
may undcutedly ‘ h a m  something from the thought o f the past, 
even in its most fantastic aspects *— and learn much more in
deed from Ancient W isdom  of our own land.

Science does not and cannot rob natural phenomena o f 
their spiritual significance, for the obvious reason that science 
cannot explain phenomena, but can only correlate them. Ic is

philosophy and philcsopby alone that explains 
Scis:.ce. Philo- or seeks to explain phenomena. Science does

srphy ano the spade-work and leaves the ultimate pro.
Occultism biems of metaphysics untouched, though it ma-

, nifests cr terds to manifest more and more o f
Harmony and Unitv in Nature. In it he language o f Dr. Jag a- 
dish Cbundcr Bose, the celebrated Hindu scientist, Universe is 
just a universe  and not a multiverse. Occultism or Gupta-Vid- 
ya goes much further than book philosophy and science and 
affirms in unmistakable language that the universe is the product 
of One W ill  divine and that natural phenomena have certain
ly their underlying s piritual meaning -nd  purpose, explaining

• B yhone  B klikfs  * H . ttanlov lUvitnrove B. ao. (Londj F. G, a ^ L O ^ D O H  
William  Rider & ion, Limited, 8, Paternoster Row E. C. 4. 1J/6— net,
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for practical purposes 'the unknown in terms of the known, with 
Demonstrations which confirm the faith of the iuquirer

Man can only interpret Nature or the Universe in terms of 
man that is, in terms of will or desire. Thus God himself is 
conceived as the Grand Man of the Universe, or Purushotfama

as the Hindus call Him— to a belief in Whom 
Occultism-and ‘ a metaphysical scrutiny of the resu ts of 

Mysticism modern science’ cannot but lead. My.-ticism
or scientific religion is but ' a mode of life aim- 

in£ at the realisation of the presence of God, while the ancient 
occult wisdom especially of the East emphasises the ultimate 
and essential unity of God, Nature and Man and interprets 
everything natural, to borrow the language of Mr. Redgrove, as 
the ‘ expressive image and type of some supernatural reality

There is no doubt that the ancient thought o t e ^as 
influenced the classic and mediaeval thought of the es . 
Redgrove says that Pythagoras the ‘ most attractive o r

thinkers’, journeyed to Babylon, after aosor 
The Bast and ing the wisdom of Egypt and that ‘ after having 

the West travelled still further East, probably as far a*
India, Pythagoras returned to his btrthp ace to 

teach the men of his native land the knowledge he had gain 
metempsychosis or the doctrine of rebirth which figures so con 
spicuously in theosophical land ‘ higher thought teachings o 
the West to-day, being one of the Pythagorian tenets ê e 
from the East, more probably from India and |intro uce ot 
the first time to Western thought. Two very usefu chap er- 
are devoted to Alchemy which subject fascinated both <thc 
hemispheres of the old world. To  read the essays on oge 
Bacon and the Cambridge piatonists especially is a P1̂  
and enlightenment. On arising from a perusal of the Who 
be ok we feel we have really enjoyed an eminent y 
work and hope that many readers Will :hail with .eager t 
the hisioricai particulars here given*


